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QUICK SEAL           Sealer
SOLVENT BASED
CLEAR EXTERIOR SEALER

DESCRIPTION QUICKWALL QUICKSEAL is a solvent borne clear sealer. 

SUITABLE FOR Generally  used for  clear  glazing  exterior  surfaces  such as floors,  bricks, 
pavers,  pre-coloured  concrete  concourses,  walls,  exposed  aggregate 
finishes  and  spray  on  tiles  to  provide  a  protective  coating  and  moisture 
barrier against the elements.

CLEANUP QUICK  SEAL tools  can  be  washed  in  xylene  with  care  taken  using 
protective eye wear.

DILUTIONS Where  lower  solids  are  required  to  improve  penetration  in  the  first 
preparation coat,  xylene is the preferred solvent to reduce the solids and 
achieve maximum penetration.

VENTILATION All areas (particularly where  QUICK SEAL is  applied indoors),  should be 
adequately ventilated or fan forced air should be provided.

CAUTIONS ⊗ Do Not smoke while applying QUICK SEAL material.

⊗ Do Not use open flame directly over the containers.

⊗ Do Not apply QUICK SEAL  to damp substrates or where any traces of 
moisture may be present to avoid a milky appearance being bound into 
the coating.

⊗ Always use  only  what  is  required  and  replace  the  sealed  lid 
immediately after de-cantering the required quantity.

HAZARDOUS 
CHEMICAL

Transportation of  QUICK SEAL is marked with the  Hazardous chemical 
identification sticker.

NOTES Apply  a  minimum  of  two  coats  for  best  results.  Dry  times  are  fast  but 
dependant on the ambient temperature.

Rollers that go hard overnight will regenerate when placed back into fresh 
QUICK SEAL.

SPECIFICATION 1st Coat: Apply Quickwall QUICK SEAL to a dry substrate. 
Allow to dry. 

2nd Coat:    Apply Quickwall QUICK SEAL before any
impurities become lodged or dropped onto the 1st coat.

3rd Coat: Apply 1 coat of QUICK SEAL as optional higher gloss and for 
additional wear characteristics.

4th Coat: Apply 1 coat of QUICK SEAL as optional higher gloss and for 
additional wear characteristics.
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